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the first imprint of penguin random house
grupo editorial in argentina and latin
america will be published under the

umbrella of penguin random house grupo
editorial in spain, portugal and latin

america. the grupo, which was founded in
spain in 1987, publishes over 80 titles a
year, with a range of fiction, non-fiction,
illustrated books, magazines, childrens

books, e-books, audio books, and
educational and educational games. the

grupo publishes in spain, portugal, france,
germany, the netherlands, italy, mexico,
south africa, south america and portugal.
the majority of the publishers in spain and

portugal are members of the penguin
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random house grupo editorial. the group
also publishes in latin america and the

iberian peninsula. the launch titles will be:
the acquired company is being merged

with penguin random house grupo
editorial in spain, portugal and latin

america, extending prhges publishing
business in the iberian and the latin

american markets. the groups growth
potential in latin america will be

enhanced with santillanas imprints in
mexico, argentina, colombia, chile and

uruguay, alongside the longstanding prgh
publishing houses there. the acquisition

of santillana ediciones generales
represents an important step in the

group's growth in latin america and, in
particular, in argentina, where the group
currently has a limited presence. as of
july 1, 2014, prhge is the fifth largest
trade book publisher in the world. the

acquired company has three trade book
imprints in argentina and two in uruguay
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and publishes approximately 150 titles a
year, including books on a wide range of
subjects, including business, technology,

health, and parenting.
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we are also pleased to announce that
more than 40 existing santillana imprints
will be joining the penguin random house

group. these imprints are part of the
prestigious list of santillana ediciones

generales, which is part of grupo editorial.
in a statement to the press, mr. mariano

mores, ceo of santillana ediciones
generales, said, the name of the

company, santillana, is a greeting. it
means hello in the spanish language. and
for this reason, we have decided to join
the international group of publishers of
english penguin random house and to
work in the company of the greatest

publishers in the world. it is a dream that
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has come true, which we are very grateful
to be able to enjoy. new challenges are
awaiting us. our goal is to continue to
publish in the best possible conditions

and to reinforce the legacy of the
company as a publisher of the highest

quality and the best editions in the world.
as an independent company, santillana is

committed to being a unique publisher
that is attentive to the needs of its

authors and readers, and a leader in its
field. we are also committed to

maintaining a tradition of innovation, and
strengthening the heritage of the

company. this new structure reflects our
strategy for the future: to continue to
build on our strengths, to present the

authors of the world as well as readers, to
be a global company, and to grow. this
new structure is also reflected in our
commitment to provide the highest

quality of service, and to continue to be
an editor with international stature in the
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world of literature. our goal is to be one of
the leading publishers of the english

language in the world, and to have our
imprints be the leading publishers of

spanish-language fiction and nonfiction in
the world. 5ec8ef588b
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